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Your Business Partner Since 1951
10 Convenient Locations
90+ Field Service Trucks
4+ Certified Lube Service Trucks
250+ Qualified Technicians
Customer Technical Assistance
Representative
Over 150,000 Square Feet of Shop Space
Caterpillar 5-Star Contamination
Control Rating
100+ Repair Bays – More than All Other
Utah Competitors Combined
Caterpillar Certified Technicians
Mobile Window Repair and Replacement
State-of-the-Art Fluids Analysis Lab
Sandblasting & Paint Services
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Specialized Shops and Tooling
Cat Certified Rebuilds
Complete Hydraulic Repair Service
Monitor Equipment Health
Customizable Customer Support
Agreements
Equipment Transport Service
Total Maintenance & Repair
My.Cat.com Consolidates All Your
Equipment Data in One Place
Equipment Repair Status Updates via
Text or E-mail
Telematics – Data Analysis &
Recommendation
Cat Connection Monitoring Services
through Product Link
Daily Parts Delivery from Cat Depots
Daily Parts Delivers to Branch Stores
and 50+ Drop Boxes
Online Parts Ordering through Parts.Cat.com
Emergency Parts Service –
24 Hours a Day / 7 Days a Week
®

34. Parts & Component Exchange
35. Reman Parts & Components
36. Cat Product Line Consisting of more
than 300 Machine Models
37. Machine Appraisals & Inspections
38. Work Tool Attachments for Maximized
Machine Versatility
39. Equipment Investment Analysis
40. Trench Safety Products
41. Earthmoving Fundamentals /
Production Analysis
42. Largest Rental Fleet in Utah
43. Flexible Rental Terms & Competitive Rates
44. Rent-to-Purchase Options
45. Cat Certified & Dealer Certified
Used Equipment
46. Flexible Financing Programs
47. Consignment Sales
48. Technician Training
49. Equipment Operator Training
50. Contractor College

Get to know us at:
specials.wheelercat.com/servicevideos

A REPUTATION YOU CAN TRUST
W.W. Clyde has built a national reputation for tackling tough jobs with
innovative solutions. For nearly a century, W.W. Clyde has worked as
a key construction partner on a variety of projects, including bridges,
highways, airports, and more. We believe in being impeccably honest,
performance-oriented, environmentally conscious, and leveraging
cutting-edge technology. For heavy infrastructure projects, you need
a trusted partner who will help you find innovative solutions through
the entire process. No matter what the project, you can trust our
experience, resources, and reputation to get the job done right.

wheelercat.com | 800-662-8650 | 10 Convenient Locations |
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THE PREFERRED SOURCE

SAND, ROCK & LANDSCAPE PRODUCTS

READY MIX CONCRETE

ASPHALT & PAVING

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

STAKERPARSON.COM

888-90-ROCKS

2020, yes we’re planning on another terrific
year for AGC of Utah, our members, and our
state in general. Special thanks to each
member who serves on our board, committees
and helps keep AGC “The Construction
Association” of choice for Utah and the nation.
Thank you for your membership and the
opportunity you provide us to serve you.
Rich
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A look back
on 2019
and forward
to 2020

Looking towards our future, 2020 should also
be another exciting year. With the passage of
the Architecture, Engineering & Construction
(UAEC) pathway, Utah’s construction industry
workforce looks much more bright. This
pathway that brings together business, AGC
of Utah and other associations, public and
higher education, promises to help fill the
pipeline for craft professionals in many trades.
I’m pleased to say that the UAEC steering
has merged with the AGC’s Workforce
Development Committee and that we are
working with the UAEC leadership in
developing the AEC website, that when
completed will be housed and “powered by”
AGC of Utah.

HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELORS AND CTE DIRECTORS

NUMBER

PRESIDENT/CEO
AGC OF UTAH

2019-2020

RICHARD J. THORN
President/CEO of
the Associated General
Contractors of Utah

2019 was in many ways a tremendous year.
It began with the purchase of property, right
next to AGC of Utah headquarters which will
accommodate the highly anticipated AGC of
Utah new Training Center. The vision of
boards gone by, coupled with the commitment
of your 2019 board assures Utah’s future
workforce will have a home for training for
years to come. Great progress is being made
with preliminary planning complete, plans
and specifications ready for work, permits
pulled and work underway makes for a very
exciting year.

NUMBERS

FOR 2019

+

H

ats off to our AGC of Utah members
who have worked so hard to take the
chapter to entirely new levels of
service. This look back and ahead begins with
the AGC of Utah’s Executive Committee and
Board of Directors. These men and women
have had you, our membership, at the top of
their minds as they set the course of action for
AGC of Utah over this past year.
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COUNT ON CASE. Power and performance. Expert advice and service. Whatever you need, whenever you
need it, we’ve got your back. Watch videos, read reviews, download specs and more at CaseCE.com

SINCE 1842
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98 YEARS

n behalf of the Associated General
Contractors of America, I want to
congratulate you as your chapter, the AGC
of Utah, celebrates ninety-eight years of excellence
in serving the construction industry. It’s easy to see
why the AGC of Utah is one of our high-performing
chapters. Based on my experience with the Utah
chapter, I know first-hand why you are THE
construction association for the state.
AGC of Utah is hard at work developing and
strengthening the industry’s workforce. As we all
know, finding qualified and motivated employees is
a continual struggle for the entire industry
nationwide. The good news is that this chapter’s
leaders have recognized the need to address
workforce development. By giving the industry
access to a state-of-the-art training facility and
technology, your association is bringing the industry
and community together and building the future of
your state.

2020 AGC OF AMERICA
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Dirk Elsperman
AGC of Utah
celebrates
98 years of
excellence

Your chapter played a key role in the creation of the
state’s Architecture, Engineering, & Construction
Pathway Program. This program helps add to the
talent pipeline by engaging high school students.
The more we can inspire younger generations to
pursue high-paying construction careers, the better
we can build our future. This pathway has been one
of your chapter’s labors of love for the past few
years. It is inspiring to see your success in spreading
the initiative to your association members, industry
members, and public and higher education
institutions across the state.
In addition to your impressive pushes for workforce
development, your chapter also has a long tradition
of membership engagement and active involvement.
Just this year, members of AGC of Utah committees
worked closely with state agencies to influence
policies and standards that will affect the entire
industry for years to come. This is no surprise,
considering that your committee members always
seem to find ways to push the industry to even
greater heights.
Please accept the congratulations of your national
association for your 98 years of construction
association excellence. The drive, energy, and skill
with which the members of AGC of Utah lead your
state’s construction industry is among the many
reasons we expect even more good things in your
chapter’s future.
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2020 AGC OF UTAH
CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
ZWICK CONSTRUCTION

2020

y warm greetings to every member of
the Associated General Contractors
of Utah. I truly believe that our
association makes each of our companies
better by strengthening the industry as a
whole. Our membership involvement is what
makes our association so impactful. Since I
started my own involvement with the
association, AGC of Utah board members have
mentored and supported me, and I have been
able to create lifelong friendships. This year, I
look forward to giving back to the association
which has given me so much and supporting
other members along their journey.

Darin Zwick
Creating lifelong
friendships

We have huge opportunities coming our way
throughout this next year. As chair, I am
excited to focus on re-engaging the
membership and getting everyone excited
about the great trainings and events we offer
here at AGC of Utah. I encourage each of you
get involved in whatever capacity you can.
Events are designed by and for our members
and the doors are always open, the first step
is always just showing up. There are
opportunities for real networking and education
almost every week and we want everyone to
get the most out of their membership.
I look forward to increased presence on the hill,
both here in Utah and on the federal level.
There are so many ways that our members can
bring their voice to legislative issues to bring
about positive change for our industry and our
community. Our association has a strong
history of active engagement with our state
and federal delegation, a history that can only
be enhanced and bolstered by our members’
voices.
It’s not very often that a chairman has the
opportunity to help literally build AGC of Utah
but with the coming Training Center, I hope
that each of our member companies takes this
chance to make a meaningful difference in
workforce development. The Training Center is
here for you and I urge you to take full
advantage of the facility. I look forward to
working with each of our members as we build
this industry-changing facility.
Great things are in our future, be a part of it.
This is your association.
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MORE THAN
JUST A POLICY
TAILORED COVERAGE,
ADDED BUSINESS SERVICES
Beehive Insurance offers a wide variety of
coverage types across multiple industries. Our
team of specialists are excited to help you create
the best, customized protection for your business
or personal needs. On top of your tailored policy,
Beehive Insurance is proud to offer value-added
services including HivePlus, HR360, EMod
analysis, and background screening. Call us today
to learn more about what Beehive can do for you.

302 WEST 5400 SOUTH, SUITE 101

BEEHIVEINSURANCE.COM

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84107 | 801.685.6860

BUILDING
CONFIDENCE
SERVICE THAT
DELIVERS PROJECT
PEACE OF MIND

ASPHALT
SAND & GRAVEL
MASONRY
EARTHWORK
SITE DEVELOPMENT
DEMOLITION
TRUCKING

525 WEST ARROWHEAD TRAIL | SPANISH FORK, UT 84660
801.722-2100 | SUNROC.COM
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PUTTING WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT FIRST

AGC of Utah
Announces New
Training Facility
The Associated General Contractors of Utah
is moving forward by putting workforce
development first. AGC of Utah is pleased to
announce the coming construction of a new
Training Center. Property has been purchased
adjacent to AGC of Utah Headquarters where
the new training center will be built creating an
AGC of Utah “campus” where all things
construction can be addressed. Get involved
in the project and add your name to workforce
development.
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NEW EMPLOYEES
Workforce development is a top
priority for all of our membership
across the trades.
41% of construction workers will
retire in the next 10 years. While
the average age (42.5) for the
construction industry continues to
rise, other industries are seeing an
influx of young workers (39.1). Our
workforce is aging and fewer young
employees are joining the industry.
(U.S Census Bureau, 2015).
New employees entering the
workforce look to add marketable
skills and experience to their resume
and their company's success.
By recruiting, investing, and training
new employees to be skilled
laborers, managers, and leaders, we
improve the industry overall.

NEW TRAINING
By investing in and training our
workforce at every level, productivity
goes up by 11%, turnover cost,
absenteeism, injury and rework goes
down 14-26%. (NCCER)
The new facility is designed to train
anyone from seasoned industry
leaders to newly licensed
contractors.
Training courses that will be offered
at the facility include topics such as
safety, management, insurance and
bonding, etc.
Five different apprenticeships
programs will run at our new training
center, all of which create more
skilled employees to give an extra
boost to your company.

NEW SPACE
Our current rented facility is small,
outdated, miles away from headquarters, and no longer meets the
needs of our various training courses.

NEW TECH
Technology training includes courses
with artificial intelligence, BIM,
virtual reality construction, concrete
forming, carpentry and many more.

The new training center will more
than double the available training
opportunities, double the classroom
sizes, and double the hands-ontraining space.

Virtual reality and artificial
intelligence in construction can
increase productivity, lower rework
issues, and improve overall efficiency
of both the team and the project.

The new training center is designed
for future innovations in technology
so our workforce always keeps up
with the latest tools and resources
available.

Training now means more time to
utilize these resources on the job.

Space will feature a multi-use layout
including a large auditorium, four
classrooms, a fall safety tower, and a
confined space unit.
The new training center would
be available for all AGC of Utah
member use.

Want even more information on why
the Training Center is so needed?
Flip to the next page 4

2020 AGC of Utah
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Expected change in labor
market over next 12 months

Current
Workforce
by age

3,000

2,000

Looking to tap
graduating students
and bring them into
the talent pipeline?
Find out how to be an industry partner
in Utah’s Architecture, Engineering and
Construction Pathway Program on pg. 26

1,000

0

20-24 Yrs 25-34 Yrs 35-44 Yrs 45-54 Yrs 55-64 Yrs

17%

No change in hiring

1%

AGC of Utah
Apprenticeship
Programs

33%

Continued
Difficulty
in Hiring

Continued Ease in Hiring

Expected Increase in Pay or Benefits
Because of Difficulty Filling Positions

• Rough Carpenter
• Civil Carpenter
• Heavy Equipment

In 2019, over 80% of
companies reported
difficulty filling positions

If you’re struggling to find new hirees,
considering partnering with organizations
across the state who work with the following Utah demographics:

12%

of workforce
retires

33,067 Veterans between 18-44 years

Baby
Boomers
Turn 65

out of workforce

16%

New hire begins
craft training
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4 Years to become
minimally competent

Journey-level

Additional 3-5 years
to gain competence,
productivity and
experience

Seasoned Craft Professional

How long until journey-level
workers finally reach experience
needed to replace retiring workers

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Wage and Salary

20%

8%
Craft Training

“Aging construction workers and
the ongoing labor shortage are two
major headwinds for builders and
the overall construction industry.”

Age Distribution
Wage & Salary vs.
Self Employed

12%

Enter Industry

How long
have you worked
here?
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////

of workforce
retires

of workforce
retires

of workforce
retires

Since before
you were born!

3,781 Re-entry citizens

41%

29%

Not Considering Increases in Pay/Benefits
//////
6% Craft
9% Salary /////////

Approximately 60,000 refugees

Are you preparing for the future now?
18%

Increased Incentives/Bonuses
32% Craft ////////////////////////////////
34% Salary //////////////////////////////////
Increased Benefits and Contributions
39% Craft ///////////////////////////////////////
38% Salary //////////////////////////////////////

Consider these
Demographics

Operator
• Truck Driver
• Laborer

48% Increased Difficulty in Hiring

Increased Base Pay Rates
71% Craft ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
66% Salary //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Baby Boomers = 39% of
all construction in 2010

Self-Employed

SOURCES:

% of Workers

Construction
Workforce
Development

ForConstructionPros.com
NCCER, The Cornerstone,
Fall/Winter 2017
AGC of America, 2018
Workforce Survey, Utah data
CPWR Center for Construction
Research and Training

4%
0%

U.S. Census Bureau
Kem C. Gardner Policy Institute
of the University of Utah

Age Group
16-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64

60+

U.S. Department of Justice
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We’re here to help with
workplace safety so you can be
there for special projects.

5

%

OFF

for members

Be careful out there.

wcf.com
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THE PATHWAY

How to Join as an Industry Partner

F

or years, our industry has been trying to engage

Get the talent pipeline running to your company by accessing over

high school students and excite younger

1000 students taking courses in Architecture, Engineering, and

generations about our career field. Finally, the

Construction. Student learners and apprentice programs are very

new Architecture, Engineering, & Construction Pathway
Program is here to help.
Developed in partnership with the Governor’s Office of
Economic Development, members of AGC of Utah,
industry contacts, and local public schools and higher
education representatives, the UAEC Pathway allows
students to earn stackable credentials and gain hands-on
experience in the construction industry. Students can
take courses in CAD Architecture, Construction
Management, Electrical Work, Furniture Design, Metal
Working, Welding, and more.
By giving students experiences in the industry and
showing them the exciting world of construction, we are
attracting more students to make a career in our industry.

1
2
3
4
5

similar, priming the industry for movement towards both avenues
of recruitment for quality labor. Here are the nuts and bolts:
Partner with a local school participating in the UAEC Pathway
or Utah school district CTE specialist
Establish a learning plan with education professionals
The student, education professionals, and your company signs
the learning plan
Implement the learning plan on the job site, pairing students with
on site supervisors, and completing learning objectives
Start your student learner working and seeing the benefits of
construction careers

Bringing talent
and youth to
the industry
According to the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), Construction is

RECRUITMENT

How to Partner With High Schools Near You

classified as a hazardous occupation preventing anyone under 18
working on a job site. However, with a “student-learner” program,
the Department of Labor (DOL) works around this Fair Labor

It’s easy to register as an Industry Partner!

Standards Act.

Simply go to btsutah.org, create a profile, and begin

For more details on how student learners, ages 16-17, are able to

connecting with interested students in your area.

work in “hazardous conditions” please see the Fair Labor
Standards Act Child Labor Laws: “student learners”.
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MR. BABCOCK: It’s great to be here with you today. We would like to
get the suppliers’ perspective on what’s going on in the construction
industry. And so, generally, in today’s market, what do you see as the
“goods” and the “bads” or your struggles with the market?

T

he Associated General Contractors of Utah closed
out 2019 by hosting a roundtable discussion for
construction suppliers. We would like to thank
Brian Babcock and Jason Robinson of Babcock Scott &
Babcock, P.C. for moderating the discussion.

––––PARTICIPANTS ––––

AGC of Utah
Construction
Service &
Suppliers
Roundtable

(left to right)
Tom Jackson, Steel Encounters
Travis Canfield, Staker Parson Materials & Construction
Doug Coleman, Utah Barricades
Mark Bingham, Intermountain Bobcat
Adam West, Intermountain Bobcat
Doug Darrington, Kilgore Companies
Todd Hunter, ADP
Brian Babcock, Babcock Scott & Babcock
Jason Robinson, Babcock Scott & Babcock
Tyler Whipple, Industrial Supply
Mark Hansen, Goodfellow Corporation
(Not pictured: Jim Hulse, Mountain States Asphalt and Southwest
Liquid Asphalt & Emulsions and Terrence Savage, Geneva Rock.)

––––PLATINUM SPONSOR ––––

––––GOLD SPONSORS ––––

MR. SAVAGE: Trucking cement, fly ash, and admixtures are currently and
continue to be a challenge. With the national fallout in the over-the-road
trucking industry in 2019, one would assume a greater availability of
drivers in day-cab related work. However, this has not been the case and
local haul carriers are still struggling to fill seats in order to make required
deliveries. We are trying to overcome these challenges by providing
schedule flexibility to carriers, thus allowing them a longer haul window
to bring product to various locations. Also, in order to overcome trucking
shortages, we are increasing the total amount of suppliers used to secure
necessary deliveries. Another problem we see is with the closure of the
Navajo Generating Station in Page, Arizona, a very significant portion of fly
ash has been removed from the Utah market. Fly ash supply will become a
challenge in the broader Utah market.

BRIAN BABCOCK
BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK

“In today’s
market, what do
you see as the
“goods” and the
“bads” or your
struggles with
the market?”

MR. DARRINGTON: One of the biggest challenges that I see right now is
the economy is good, construction in the state is good, there is a lot of work
and so the people who dropped out of the business ten years ago or more
are all back, but their old practices haven’t changed. So we are still chasing
that contractor, our customer, who has been paid by its customer and
hasn’t passed that money along. And that’s the biggest challenge right now
that I see from the credit side.
MR. CANFIELD: We certainly have customers that come back and have a
difficult time, even in good times, paying their bills. And part of a robust
economy is the fact that there’s availability of work out there for everybody
to do, so we have experienced the same thing. I would say that typically
bad practices don’t improve in good times. So if they have bad practices,
they are bad in both good times and bad.
MR. WEST: We’ve had something similar where I’m going back to
customers that want to open account agreements and I have realized that
five, six, seven years ago we put them on COD and some went to
collections. Now they are resurfacing and are wanting credit terms with us
again. So we’ve definitely seen that as well.
MR. DARRINGTON: Something very common that I see is a successful
contractor that we’re selling to and they think, “Well, I can do this and be
on my own.” Well, they don’t understand that it takes capital to get started
and then to keep the cash flowing. And they want it to be a pay-when-paid
situation, where that doesn’t always work. We expect to be paid in our
terms, yet they haven’t been paid from their contractor. These new
companies don’t understand the financial side of the business and can be
under-capitalized.
MR. BINGHAM: That’s where we sit on the rental side. Rental is really
good, because all these customers don’t have the money to go purchase
new equipment. Rentals are higher than they’ve ever been but then they
have the same story; they are late on paying their rent because they are
waiting to get paid from somebody else.
[continues on page 34]
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MR. BABCOCK: So, it sounds like payment is continuing to be an issue.
So, what suggestions do you have from the supply side? How can you work with
the subcontractor, the general contractor or the owner to make sure that the money
flows better? What do you do to try to prevent that?
MR. DARRINGTON: I try to encourage everyone to file on the State Construction
Registry (SCR) to preserve their lien and bond claim rights. But I think there’s a
lack of education with the smaller subcontractors.
MR. HANSEN: We’re probably 50/50 rental and sales. And what we’re trying to
get better at on our rentals is filing the preliminary notice with the SCR. And, yeah,
it costs a buck, but it’s well worth it. We’re talking more about the start-up, small
contractor guys. We’ve found that a pre-lien protects you and it’s very easy to do.
I’ve had some people get offended right off the bat. And I say, “Hey, look, this is not
a lien, it’s a pre-lien, right? It’s only to protect us if we don’t get paid,” and then they
seem to calm down a little bit.

DOUG COLEMAN
UTAH BARRICADE

“We have to
get out there
and work…
whenever
you guys go,
we go.”

MR. JACKSON: We have monthly reviews of our accounts receivable. Now, I’m not
an accountant, I’m not a CFO, but I want to know where we are on every project.
And so we watch our aging reports carefully. And if we see excessive aging with a
client or on a project, we don’t hesitate to start the communication quickly with a
phone call and follow-up documentation about what was discussed, what was
promised. And there‘s times when if I don’t feel like I’m getting a straight story
from somebody, I’m going to back-check it with the building owner. But a proactive
response when you see that somebody is slowing down or they have a consistency of not making their payments on time. It’s got to be jumped on immediate-ly
before it percolates too long.
MR. BABCOCK: What about from the Human Resource perspective?
How do you view the industry today?
MR. COLEMAN: Yeah, we have our challenges to find qualified people for sure.
We’ve got drivers, but it’s hard to keep them. Right now mechanics are hard to find
from what I’m hearing in other parts of my company. We’ve got a good foundation
with our office personnel who have been there for quite a while. But our drivers are
where we have our problem and our mechanics next door. We have three
companies with many employees, so we constantly are hiring. We don’t usually fire
anybody unless there’s a big mistake. Most of the time they just burn out. We have
to get out there and work, 365 days a year, seven days a week. Whenever you guys
go, we go. So it takes a special person to do that, and they are hard to find. You
never really know what you have. Sometimes the guys that you think won’t work
out, do, and the ones that you think will, don’t. Time will tell.
MR. HUNTER: I had a buddy that was working for a company out of state, and
about 60 employees of their workforce didn’t have a valid Social Security number.
The DOL required them to provide proper documentation within a certain time
frame or else they were going to have a hefty fine. To make a long story short,
about a month later they couldn’t get the documentation so they’ll be going out of
business. We see sometimes these companies feel like they don’t need the extra
protections for can their HR infrastructure. They think they’re good. It only takes
one thing like that to happen to sink a company. You can never have too much HR
support from that standpoint.
MR. ROBINSON: Let’s transition further into workforce. Everybody is talking about
a shortage. What are you doing to try to find more or train people to work for you?
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MR. CANFIELD: There are not enough
humans in Utah.
MR. WEST: Yeah, we’ve had a
shortage of technicians and finding the
right technicians. And then the
challenge of paying them what the
market is dictating. Being competitive
with their pay is definitely challenging.
MR. HULSE: I will say, every
contractor that I talk to — we operate in
Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming,
Idaho, Colorado — complains about
being unable to get people. I wonder if
we’ve reached a plateau. I’ve noticed
the past few years my sales have been
limited by the amount of work the
contracting force can get done in a
year. And I hear they don’t have
enough trucks, don’t have enough
people, and I wonder if we are being
limited on the volume of work that can
be done because of the workforce.
MR. SAVAGE: Labor continues to be a
significant challenge. Recruiting and
training a new generation of ready-mix

drivers will continue to be one of the
most significant issues facing this
market and the industry at large. We
are meeting these challenges by
establishing a work environment where
team members feel a part of something
bigger than simply “driving a truck”.
Pay, benefits and especially paid time
off, quality equipment, and a positive
work culture are all critical elements in
order to resolve this challenging issue.
MR. CANFIELD: We definitely have
labor shortages. And you allude to
drivers. Drivers are a real big difficulty
in the aggregate and asphalt delivery
and ready mix. I don’t think that,
culturally, driving a truck as a
profession is something that’s desired
anymore. As every year passes, the
average age of our drivers in our fleet
increases by one year. So that’s a
diminishing return that you are going
to gain on because, actually, they are
going to retire. So we look to the trade
schools and high schools, and try to
educate the incoming generations on
the opportunities that construction

affords. And another thing that Utah
faces, especially here in the metro area,
in Ogden, Salt Lake and Utah County,
but especially Salt Lake, is the
urbanization of the Wasatch Front. So
the more that you urbanize a locale, the
less likely you’re going to be to have
that farm kid who comes off wrenching
on farm equipment to go be your
mechanic. Or you’re not going to have
that kid that ran a tractor for the
neighbor or those kinds of things that
are going to come and infuse your
business with the labor force that’s
used to doing that type of labor. The
labor force in an urban area is deciding
“Do I want to go be a laborer on an
asphalt crew or do I want to go work at
mobile phone store?” That’s the choices
that 18-year-old kids are making. Do
they want to go work 70 hours a week
making 16 to 18 bucks an hour or go to
the mobile phone store and make $14
an hour and work 40 hours a week. So
somehow, in construction, because the
work still has to get done, we’ve got to
entice the next generation to bring
them in to do the work, because roads

LaytonConstruction.com
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still need to be built, buildings still need to be built. It still needs to be done.
As an industry, we’ve got to come up with ways to get people to recognize
that it is a good career.
MR. BABCOCK: So sell me on it.
MR. CANFIELD: When we go to these high schools and trade schools, we
say, “You can go be a truck driver and you can make $50 to $60,000 a year,”
an 18-year-old kid does not realize that is available to him. College is a lot of
education and can be expensive. College is great but it’s not for everybody.
So there’s a little bit of cultural things in there. It can be a fight that between
spouses that “our kids are going to college, right?” Well, what if they don’t?
What if they’re a machinist or a curtain wall hanger? As a culture we have
to understand that those are good jobs that provide a good living. Working
in an oil terminal provides a good living. These workers are providing a
living for their family for a long period of time. So a lot of it is education,
early education. Rocks build our world. We get into 4th grade classrooms
and teach kids what ready-mix concrete is in their houses and the tons of
aggregates the average American consumes in a year to get them more
familiar with it. The workforce isn’t coming to us like in the past when it was
a natural avenue to make quite a bit of money. There are other avenues in
the tech industry and other things like that, that we are competing against.
And then there is a national issue, we’ve got to fix immigration.
TRAVIS CANFIELD
STAKER PARSON MATERIALS &
CONSTRUCTION

“An 18-year-old
kid does not
realize what is
available to
him, college is
great but it’s
not for
everybody.”
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MR. DARRINGTON: One challenge that I have is trying to culturally mix
people together from different generations. I’m a boomer. We have Gen X.
I have a millennial. But trying to culturally blend all these together makes
retention difficult. And finding good people. I can get a hundred resumes
out of which I may pick out ten. Out of that ten, only five will even respond
when I call. And of the five, maybe I’ll make an appointment for an
interview; two or three won’t even show up. Not even a phone call. Not a
text, not an e-mail. That makes it tough. The best way we’ve recruited is
certainly through referral. And we offer referral bonuses. If the referred
employee is hired and they are there for 90 days, we pay a bonus. For
drivers, we have an incentive for signing up.
MR. BABCOCK: A lot of times you have the old employees who do it the old
way. Then you have the younger generation who want to do it a different
way. How do you get them to work together so that the old can teach the
young how to do some things, and the old can learn some of the new ways
to make both better?
MR. DARRINGTON: That’s the challenge. A blend. I have nothing against
new ideas. It used to be that you were dialing for dollars, you’re on the
phones. Now there are also texts and e-mails. It’s as effective as a call to
collect money. And that kind of shocks me. Or I’ll call someone and they’ll
say, “Well, text me that information.” I can do that, if that’s what it takes. I’m
willing to be flexible that way. Whatever it takes to get the job done.
MR. ROBINSON: So, Tom, do you have a mentor program within your company?
MR. JACKSON: We have several programs in place. First, to share time
with the labor shortage, this has been a concern for us for years. And
projecting out into the future, we created a tenured plan for our labor needs.
And so how do we do this? It took a year of planning, but we launched our
own apprentice-ship program and got it approved by the Department of
[continues on page 42]
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Labor, because we wanted it to be credible. And we wanted accountability
to the Department of Labor for our wage scale and any other requirements
the Department of Labor has to certify an apprenticeship program. But then
we looked at our apprenticeship program in a different way. Most
apprenticeship programs are for a trade or skill, learn how to build or fix
something. But we incorporated 20 percent of our program into life skills.
And what do I mean by that? Financial wellness. We want to teach these
young people, how to save early and have a retirement plan, have a savings
plan, and a get out of debt plan. And so that is part of our apprenticeship
program. We’ve partnered with a financial institution and they come in and
teach the program for us. All the apprentices go through the program. And
it’s also available for all employees.
Health wellness. We all know the opioid epidemic is devastating, especially
in the construction industry. People get injured, they go in, they get a repair
on their body, they get the prescription and then they get hooked on it. So
we reached out to a consultant, who his whole life has been helping people
get through drug rehab and alcohol issues, vaping issues. And he helped us
create a program that we’ve put into place with this group going through.
We are now in our second year. We had 18 go through our first year and all
18 finished and moved into the second. The size of this became too big for us
to carry by ourselves, so I reached out to our competitors. We formed an
association and opened up the class and got their participation. And so the
second year has 25 kids in it. It’s a really good program.
DOUG DARRINGTON
KILGORE COMPANIES

“So how do
you recruit?
How do you
find the
candidates?”

Safety program as well as trade training. We’re teaching them not only how
to install, but we’re teaching them about the properties of glass and project
management and engineering, things that keep their interest. We are looking
at these people as future foremen, future project managers. We’re looking at
a career path, a tenured plan, my leaders in the future. We’re teaching them
leadership, relationship, and financial skills. But if they can manage their
money, if they can have a good relationship at home, a good relationship
with the people at work, and we’re giving them the skills to resolve conflict,
they are not going to turn to drugs and alcohol. This is my theory. I hope this
is right. Only the cream of the crop is going to make it through the program,
and those are the leaders we are looking for in the future. To further that, we
actually created a two-minute recruiting video. We added an upbeat rock
song to it. It shows a kid graduating from high school. He’s showing his
girlfriend his acceptance letter to a college. And she asks, “How are you
going to pay for this?” We then introduce our program. You’re on the job
learning, right out of the gate. You get the equivalent of a college degree in
four years – an associate’s degree. And you can be making 50 to $60,000 four
years out of high school and support a family. We also put in the video a
young lady who is interested in a trade. And she goes through this. And let’s
face it, 50 percent of women that are out of high school are in the workforce.
And that’s an untapped resource for construction. So that’s part of our
recruiting program and video in this two-minute video. If you are ever
interested in seeing the video, it’s on Steel Encounter’s YouTube channel: “It’s
In Me!” It may give you some ideas. We try to hit those things that don’t go
into debt for college. We have a clip of Mike Rowe in the video where he
described it perfectly that kids are going to college for jobs that don’t exist
and incurring all this debt that they can’t repay because the job doesn’t exist
for what they are learning in school.

[Roundtable]
MR. JACKSON: Our best recruiting
program is referral. If somebody knows
kids that are mechanically oriented, that
like to tinker on cars, that like the
outdoors, that like to hunt and fish. Why?
Well, construction is an outdoor job. And
you have to be able to be out in the cold
in the winter and heat in the summer
and be tough enough to be able to
handle that. So, we like kids that like to
hunt and fish and like to build stuff. And
there is a disservice that’s happening in
our high schools. Culturally, they’re
pushed but the trades that are being
taught in high schools are not what they
were 20 years ago. Shop is not what it
used to be. It’s sad to see what’s
happening here.
MR. BABCOCK: So, Todd, in your world,
what kind of programs do you see that
the different companies you are working
with use to try to retain people?
MR. HUNTER: There is predictability
software that will gauge through an

algorithm the probability that that
employee will turn over through
engagement surveys. So basically what
that would mean, say, every Friday each
employee that would have a manager
ask, “So what do you think you did well
this week? How did you add value?
How can your manager help you?” It
ranks them also and helps their manager
give a weekly performance review or a
mental health check of where they’re at
with their performance. A lot of people
don’t necessarily talk about it, because
maybe they don’t have that best friend
at work that they confide in and maybe
they are struggling. But some companies
that I’ve worked with that have helped
retain these employees have a crisis
hotline. They offer a confidential
counselor or hotline that can help them
through those tough times. On the small
business side, we’ve had people take a
three-month leave of absence for what
some felt like was maybe a minor family
crisis, per se, but they have a hard time
dealing with life events. They don’t have

those relationship skills because of
reliance on technology. And Deloitte did
a study that said by 2020, 50 percent of
the labor force at most companies will
be millennials. And we have more
technology at home than we did in the
workplace when that report came out.
MR. ROBINSON: So, Tyler, how does
technology influence the types of
products that Industrial Supply sells?
MR. WHIPPLE: Well, it’s interesting,
because we look at it as a cyclical
program, the high tides raise all boats.
We need something right this very
second because we’re busy. Technology
for us at that point becomes, “How close
can we put material to the job site?” The
worst thing you can do is send an
expensive employee to buy a $5 part
because it’s going to shut the job down,
right? We’re leveraging more in the
inventory velocity. That might be a
vending machine that’s next to a job
site. That might be a full trailer, what we

MR. DARRINGTON: So how do you recruit? How do you find the candidates?
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have at the prison or the airport projects, because you can’t have guys leaving
to go get inexpensive things. So it’s an interesting time. In 2009 it was, “No, we
don’t want to do that. I need to control every bit of cost that I can. I need to
see everything that I buy. I need to know exactly who that’s going to be billed
to, who is going to pay for that.” Now it’s more of right this second I need this
stuff. We, as suppliers, are looking at ways to accommodate the demand.
MR. BABCOCK: What’s the coolest thing you’ve got to sell now, something
that’s new, cutting edge?

JASON ROBINSON
BABCOCK SCOTT & BABCOCK

“How does
technology
influence the
types of
products that
[you] sell?”
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MR. WHIPPLE: Actually, Milwaukee just came out with a one-inch impact
driver that’s cordless. So if you are changing tires or things like that, it’s fun,
it’s kind of the hot thing this year. It’s always flashlights. People love
flashlights. What’s the coolest flashlight? What are the coolest safety glasses?
They want the carbon fiber hard hat, a hundred-dollar hard hat. So that type
of stuff. But we cover several basic industries: manufacturing, mining,
government sales, with construction being a part of those. High-volume
production, manufacturing plants that have thousands of people have
embraced technology and just in time, “How fast can I have my stuff,” or “I
need it next to where the people are doing the work. I don’t want them going
to the tool rooms to get stuff and wasting all that time.” Construction is just
now starting to adopt some of these more lean principles when it comes to
supply chain management. So our challenge is adapting relatively our
inexpensive stuff into a more sophisticated construction supply chain.
That’s what we do.
MR. HANSEN: So we represent a line of equipment called KPI-JCI. If you
watch the show Gold Rush, they have this on there, and they’re an American
based company. The basic rock crushing technology is a jaw, a cone or an
impactor. There haven’t been any cutting edge rock crushers for a long time.
There isn’t a one do-it-all rock crusher, but I would foresee one day maybe
there is. And maybe it’s a fully-automated system or something that’s out
there. In the yellow iron equipment world, real time data from the equipment
can be sent into an office and anybody with a wireless connection can see
what the equipment is doing or how many tons per hour this machine is
producing. So that’s the tech side of it. It’s like with these new cars, if you
don’t have a laptop you can’t fix it. And 20 or 30 years ago on a rock crusher it
was just wrenching and doing stuff. And now we have sensors and we have
computers screens that give you a reason — a system fail. So you’re not
guessing. You can actually go to the screen and it will tell you what the issue
is. That being the case, when it works, it’s great, but when the computer starts
lying to you because you have bad information, in the rock crushing world it’s
a tough environment. It’s vibration, it’s heat, it’s cold, it’s moisture, all stuff that
electronics don’t like. So it’s definitely getting better in the rock crushing
world, but if somebody tells you your equipment isn’t going to break, they’re
lying to you, because rocks are hard, and equipment will break. What we have
always tried to focus on at Goodfellow is minimizing the downtime and quick
deliver: we offer free parts delivery here locally. We have multiple parts
runners that can get out because if you have a crew of guys and all kinds of
equipment sitting around and something goes down, you’re spending $500 a
minute while you’re sitting there. So we try to have a quick response time and
stock a lot of high-dollar parts, the wear parts especially, and try to minimize
that downtime. But going back, the bells and whistles on our equipment today
are definitely advanced, definitely came a long ways since they’ve improved
the technology.

[Roundtable]
MR. COLEMAN: I predominantly
manage Utah Barricade, and we
have another manager that takes
care of Mountain West Striping.
The striping trucks can be a
maintenance nightmare. It’s kind
of like your stuff, they go down all
the time. They are always fixing,
cleaning and flushing out the
guns. I’m pretty amazed how they
still can go out there stripe on a
nightly basis and work on that
equipment all day long. On the
Utah Barricade side, everything is
driven by MSHA and all the
regulations that are out there.
That’s why you saw everything go
from metal to plastic, so it’s crash
worthy. Of course, the manufacturers are constantly coming up with
products that are brighter and
have more reflectivity. And rubber
and plastic are huge. There are
minor changes to certain things,
but nothing significant. And in the
signing industry, our sign shop is
regulated by reflectivity and
durability, so everything is
aluminum signs, there are three
different kinds of sheeting that are
reflective. But it hasn’t changed
much in those aspects lately
MR. SAVAGE: We have admixture
products that are changing set
times which will influence how
concrete is handled and delivered.
Also, three dimensional printing
has the potential to change how
many structural projects are
constructed. Electronic speed is
changing the way floors are
poured and the time it takes to put
down large floor pours. This
effectively increases the amount of
yards that are poured per project,
per day. Jointless floors or
extended joint spacing is also
changing the time it takes to put
down large floor pours. And rapid
set concrete as utilized by the DOT
is changing how bridge decks are
poured and influencing the timing
of DOT requirements for job
performance bonuses.
2020 AGC of Utah
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MARK BINGHAM
INTERMOUNTAIN BOBCAT

“You can
program the
excavator not to
dig more than
18 inches so
they don’t hit
other utilities.”

MR. CANFIELD: We’re a big user of technology. There is nothing really
technical about a rock that we sell. Rock is rock. But the use of GPS
equipment and those types of things, in order to control your yield of
product, to be competitive on a bid day, on a lot of these projects you have to
have that machine control that’s capable of controlling yields better than
what an operator can. So we’ll have asphalt paving equipment with GPS to
control yield and ride and all manner of things and utilizing the technology
to monitor machine performance, and engine over speeds if your brakes get
hot, all things that we do on a routine basis. And then the safety components
of it, making sure that the seat belts are on in the machine, and the sensors
that tell you that’s happening to make sure that there’s compliance with
safety protocols. One of the best things that we have is the monitoring of our
truck fleet, so we know where all of our trucks are at any time. And then
there are routinely the phone calls from the traveling public saying, “Your
truck flipped a rock on my windshield” or “Your truck was speeding through
my neighborhood.” Well, we can go in and address that concern and say,
“Well, at this particular time our truck was driving through your neighborhood,
the speed limit is 35 miles per hour and our truck was actually going 34.” So
we can track all of that. We utilize that all the time. It is to the point where
you have to embrace technology to be relevant in a lot of these things. There
is still always going to be a place for the backhoe and putting pipe in the
ground in a small subdivision. There’s always going to be that small aspect
where technology is not as necessary. But these larger projects, you were
talking about the prison and the airport, those large technical jobs that you
have to use the technology in order to perform what the customer is asking.
MR. BINGHAM: Just on the equipment side the technology is out there
now for the depth finder. So you can put somebody out there on the
excavator and program the machine not to dig more than 18 inches so they
don’t hit other utilities and things. So it won’t allow it to go deeper than that.
They go and trench above the utilities without hitting them, assuming
everything is in the right place.
MR. CANFIELD: It also makes less qualified operators better which is a big
thing because the experience level is just not out there.
MR. BINGHAM: A lot of this is true industry-wide; you can switch between
somebody who grew up on a John Deere with someone who grew up on a
Case, or someone who is using a Cat and Bobcat, you can switch between
those operating. So you get an employee that jumps in who didn’t learn on
this type of machine can switch to the operating mode that they are
comfortable with. Actually, it’s going to be safer. I’ve sold equipment to
Travis and I’ve been way impressed with Parsons’ use of technology, in the
way they implement it. It’s amazing when I can go in there and I’m looking
for this truck and — it’s like Air Traffic Control in there, and they’ll tell you
that he’ll be coming right around the corner in about five minutes. Sure
enough, the transfer truck will come around the corner five minutes later.
You talk about Big Brother, but you have to get so much material to a job site
and back, and there are only so many hours in a day. It’s amazing how you
use that.
MR. CANFIELD: And allowing your customers access to your system so you
can share information with them. So when you have a ready mix customer
who has a crew out there waiting for the truck and asking the location of the
truck. You can send them messages knowing that your truck is ten minutes
out, it’s on this route; the second truck is 30 minutes out, it’s right on this
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ALL.TOGETHER. NOW.
Success in today’s construction industry is all about connections.
Komatsu innovation leads the way with systems and services that integrate every aspect of
your operation. We create ways for your people, equipment, technology and services to work
together to maximize efficiency and profitability at every aspect of every jobsite.

Connect. Succeed. Call today to learn how.

KOMATSUEQ.COM

|

877-KOMATSU

|

UTAH

|

NEVADA
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WYOMING

route, continually updating them. A lot of that update is done through
text messaging.
MR. ROBINSON: How are you educating your people or customers about safety?

TYLER WHIPPLE
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY

“Revisiting and
developing
strong safety
cultures from
the top down
is critical.”
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MR. WHIPPLE: We have a small conference center where we invite folks to
come. I sit on the AGC of Utah safety committee as well, so I broadcast through
that. That’s probably the most effective way we get the information out. A lot of
the trainings are based on industry best practices, where we can share what
we learned in the mining industry with the construction folks and utilize
resources that are available from great big companies in this world that have
a lot more resources maybe than everybody in this room. When the silica
standard came down a couple years ago, that made people’s heads explode.
That had people on edge. We actually had a guy who wrote the standard come
out a couple of different times and host a bunch of different Q and A’s and
roundtable discussions. And also some informal training on Table 1 and how
people can get compliant fast and avoid getting a ticket. So leveraging people
not only here but those resources throughout the country is a big part of what
we try and do, relationships that we have with companies that maybe would be
a little bit harder to get delivered to a construction end user. It’s a big part of it.
Safety is sort of a catchall bucket. It could be the seat belt on a Bobcat. It could
be the harness that we try to promote to people. It could be confined space and
trenching, excavating issues. Ladders or even a power tool, that grinds off silica,
or creates the silica hazards. It’s a big topic. And when people are busy and
when production takes a high precedent in this world, when we’re trying to
get everything done faster and better, it’s taking that time out. Revisiting and
developing strong safety cultures from the top down is critical. Especially in
light of the guys that show back up after a long time away and they’re used to
being the framing contractor and hanging off trusses 40 feet in the air with a
hammer and no fall protection.
MR. DARRINGTON: There is certainly a culture of safety at Kilgore. During the
new employee orientation, and even for office people, employees have to go
through several hours of safety instruction and there are constant follow-up
sessions of safety. It’s very emphasized. It’s easy to dismiss safety until you have
a situation where someone is injured, or even a fatality. When there is a fatality
in the industry family that certainly puts everything into perspective on the
whole emphasis on safety. It has to be done.
MR. CANFIELD: The thing that we’re diving into starting about a year and
a half ago is human performance. It’s not only under-standing the safety
equipment, it’s understanding people. You have to get more into the psychology
of an incident, the psychology of what that person’s intentions are. You have a
new employee who is eager to impress, so maybe they’re taking more risks
than they normally would because they want to show their superintendent
that they’re eager to work. Well, taking that and understanding what that
employee’s motivation is and how you cannot stymie that motivation and that
eagerness to achieve, but get it focused in the right direction. And also
understanding what are the contributing factors that we, as an employer, have
put in place that may be something environmental or something with the
equipment that we need to address. Addressing it from an analytical standpoint
has been a shift in our culture. We all know that if everybody would get out and
walk around their vehicle every time they get into it, that would reduce our
number of incidents by 75 roughly percent. So why is that employee not doing
it? What are the conditions present that inhibit that individual that’s been
trained on using get-out-and-look from doing it? And how do you motivate that

We’re not just here for
a job; we’re here for the
life of the building.

DESIGN - BUILD
Specializing in sustainable
mechanical and plumbing
systems, we provide services
in design-build, design-assist,
new construction, additions,
remodels, retrofits, service
and preventative maintenance.
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2745 West California Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
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person to do it? How do you lower
the barriers for that person to do it?
How do you alleviate the pressure for
that ready mix driver, who has got a
pump truck waiting for him and a
contractor yelling at him to move his
truck, to know that he’s empowered
to get out of his vehicle and walk
around it before he goes to that
pump truck? So that’s the shift that
we’re migrating to. And it’s a journey
we’re on, but it’s well worth it.

HONNEN EQUIPMENT
SALES - RENTALS - PARTS - SERVICE

MR. SAVAGE: A significant
challenge to safety stems from the
struggle to hire the required amount
of people. When an organization runs
short on people they run long on
individual hours to compensate for
the labor shortage. Being aware of
team member fatigue and managing
this issue becomes imperative. We
are meeting these challenges by
increasing recruiting levels and
hiring additional people in order to
manage the amount of daily and
weekly hours our team members are
working and we can insure that
individuals are properly rested and
prepared each day for the workload
they face. Another problem with
safety is with some of the evolving
concrete placement technologies,
the production levels per day are
increasing. This puts greater
production pressures on equipment
and people.
MR. ROBINSON: Are government
regulations having an influence on
the types of products you sell?
MR. HANSEN: Yeah. The safety part
of it. We try to make our stuff idiotproof, but they keep getting better
idiots, so we can’t keep ahead of it.
We deal with the MSHA group.
That’s where we fall under. They
provide a good service in keeping
people safe, because I’ve seen lots of
bad practices. I’ve seen pictures from
out of the country and can’t believe
they have people working around
this equipment for anything. But
there’s a delicate balance there with
guarding and safety and that kind of
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Count on Honnen for all your equipment needs. Add attachments
and you’ve got even more options to get the job done. We can hook
you up with the right financing, too. From preventative maintenance
for your machines to exceptional customer service, our solutions
are as varied as the products we support.

HONNEN
EQUIPMENT
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3200 S. Eldredge St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
O: 801.484.3188
Web: millcreektile.com
Commercial Installers of:
° Ceramic & Porcelain Tile
° Stone Tile
° Sand-set Pavers
° Mechanically-set stone

USU Life Science Building

Recent Projects:
Mountain Ridge High School
Mountain Green High School
Morgan High School

Mountain Ridge High School

Altal High School Hawk House
Weber State Univeristy: Lindquist Hall
doTerra Call Center
do
Thanksgiving Station 2
Snow College Athletic facility
Wavetronix Office Building
Fat Cats Saratoga Springs
Falcon Hill Office Bldg. 1578

Weber State Univ. Lindquist Hall

Central Valley Medical Center
Hampton Inn Exterior

We appreciate our great General Contractor
customers and their clients!
We are members of:
° The AGC of Utah
° The National Tile Contractor’s Association

Hampton Inn West Valley City: Exterior

We are committed to adhere to the
established industry standards and practices
Our goal is to delight the customer with
a high-quality, long lasting finished product!

doTerra Call Center
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stuff. We offer once a year a two-day
training course at our facility, which
is free to all of our customers. We try
to cover everything, the best
practices, maintenance, anything
that’s new or cutting edge, that’s
how we try to put it out there. And
cover the safety aspect of it too. So
getting your customers in-houses
and training and showing what you
have to offer is very helpful.
MR. BINGHAM: At Bobcat, we start
from all kinds of little things. Our
equipment has emissions so we look
at government regulations. Everyone
has got to have Tier 4 on their
equipment. Bobcat’s leading the way
in that we don’t have the particulate
filters, so you talk about maximizing
uptime. That’s a huge maintenance
factor that helps our customers
when they don’t have to deal with
the particulate filter. Bobcat started
in the compact industry and is now
revolutionizing its equipment. It’s not
grandpa’s Bobcat that you see out in
the field or find out in the barn. The
engines are like fine-tuned race car
engines. We do more with the
pumps. Our smaller coolant, and
hydraulic oil, because of the way that
they are designed. And we hold a
service training once a month in our
different locations for our customers
to understand that you don’t just
take the filters out like you did on the
farm and bang them anymore. You
can’t do that. Now these intervals on
these machines are 500 hours. At 50
hours you drop the oil, and the next
scheduled maintenance is 500 hours
and you don’t touch the filter until
the machine tells you to touch the
filter. And for the customers, there
are customer portals. The technology
that’s there, you know from your
office where your machine’s at, the
hours that are on the machine, the
fuel that’s there, if it’s throwing
critical codes. This telematics is
amazing for companies to run out
and see what is happening, and it
helps train this younger generation
of operators, too, that don’t listen to
the bells, the warnings. They don’t
understand why something is
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running hot or whatever. That
warning will now come back to the
office and tell you, “Hey, this guy is
throwing a critical code and he’s
ignoring it.” The owner can contact
and educate that operator. With a
new operator, you can turn things off
and on, restrict them to go two
speeds or whether you allow them to
go high flow. You can change their
speeds in reverse. You can limit that
new guy to only have certain uses on
the machine, and the older, moreexperienced guy can do more things.
So the technology is amazing in the
construction equipment. You can go
futuristic and have unman-ned
machines. It’s all robotics. A lot of the
mining industries now take our
machines, cut the cabs off and run
them in remotely into the mines to
go scoop and clean under the
conveyor belts. And today, you can
run your Bobcat from your cell
phone. You are having a problem
getting loaders or employees,
workers and laborers, where it takes
two people, one guy inside and the
other guy holding the post. Now you
can run it from your cell phone and
can bring the machine over to you
while you are holding the post. Bam,
pound it and go to the next spot all
on your cell phone. So technology is
amazing. The GPS and the 3D that’s
out there are available for graders,
loaders, and all kinds of things can
help around the job site. You can set
geo-fences now on your equip-ment.
It’s amazing, the technology that’s
available right now in the compacting
equipment world.
MR. SAVAGE: The industry is also
seeing great regulatory enforce-ment
particularly as it relates to processed
water on job sites. With this increase
in enforcement, site preparation and
compliance as it relates to rinsing
chutes on a construction site is
imperative. We are training each
individual team member to ensure
they understand the laws as they
relate to rinsing equipment on job
sites. We also are empowering team
members with stop work authority
so they can comply with the law
2020 AGC of Utah
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when proper facilities are not provided at job sites. And we are also working with
contractors to ensure compliant eco-pans and/or washout basins are provided at
every construction site.
MR. BABCOCK: We’re getting close to the end, so maybe the last thing to do is go
around the room wearing your supplier hat today and comment on what do you
want general contractors or owners to hear from the supplier group?
MR. BINGHAM: We’ve already said a lot in here that we could be used more on the
education side, use the suppliers more for education.
MR. WHIPPLE: Yeah, I would simply say the support piece. We’re here to support
the industry. We’re part of it. It helps all of us in the room, as well as the owners,
general contractors and subcontractors, to have strong supplier partners. There’s
value in that. There’s value in win/win and having people that are in the trenches,
ready to do the work with you. Even though we may not know how to do that work,
we’re definitely there to support the industry as a whole. That would be our message.
MR. HUNTER: I’m sure all of you have a good culture, but with the labor market
being so tight, culture is crucial to getting people to go work for our companies and
also retain workers at companies. For me the reason why I go to work is because I
like the people that I work with. That’s make it or break it for me, at least.
ADAM WEST
INTERMOUNTAIN BOBCAT

“Being
prompt with
payment,
helps us so
that we can
then invest
in additional
trainings.”

MR. HULSE: We have great customers. I have no complaints.
MR. COLEMAN: We’re always striving to give our customers the best products, the
latest innovation that’s out there as we can, and get a timely product and try to save
them money. With that, we believe they’ll come back as a repeat customer and have
everybody walk away with a good feeling about what they can do and that they
partnered up with us. And that they can look forward to the next thing. We offer
traffic control plans too. We do them on the computer; all animated, and send those
off to get permits going so you can get out on the roadway all the way through
picking up everything off once the job is done and complete. And then shaking
hands at the end of the deal. That goes a long way.
MR. DARRINGTON: For me, the transaction isn’t complete until the invoice is paid.
There has to be accountability all along the way, for everyone to be accountable for
what they’ve done, for what they’ve told the customer, what they’ve sold the
customer, and get the money in.
MR. JACKSON: The most important thing to me is I want to hear from the
customer, the good things and the tough things that we need to hear to improve our
business, because we’re not in business without our customers.

indsupply.com

A PARTNER
WHO CAN
LOOK
AROUND
CORNERS
AND OVER THEM.

WELCOME TO OUR
EXPANDED CAPABILITIES.
At Industrial Supply, we keep you ahead of
what's-next. Our supply chain management,
unmatched inventory of construction tools, safety
and PPE and industry expertise are all designed
to meet your maintenance, repair and operation
needs. Ask us about how we go above and
beyond for our customers, with custom solutions.

MR. BABCOCK: Honest feedback.
MR. JACKSON: Honest feedback from our customers how we are really doing.
MR. WEST: I’m more on the accounting side, so by being prompt with payment and
stuff like that, that helps us so that we can then invest in additional trainings. And
not tying up our resources in collecting, we can use our resources by providing these
trainings and other productive areas.
MR. BINGHAM: We are a partner. We want to be seen as that. And we have that
relationship with a lot of our customers and want to communicate earlier on in the
process. We know there is a lot of work out there for everybody right now and so if
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we communicate earlier, we can actually help them win jobs.
If they come to us earlier with what they are going to need for
the job (for example ten excavators and five skid loaders) and
it’s going to be a year-long project, we can help them with a
budget of what their normal rental costs might be. We can
partner with them earlier on and determine if we’re going to
have our equipment out there for a year and a half, then let’s
help with the bid by trying to bring those costs down. There’s
plenty of money for everybody to go around. So it’s communication earlier on in the process. So that’s what we want
them to know, we are available and want to partner for that.

SOME
THINGS
YOU
SHOULD

MR. SAVAGE: Increase coordination and collaboration with
suppliers in order to minimize inefficiencies and remove
barriers to overall project production. Also, during the job
specification process, be particularly careful when planning
product volumes, product types as well as product delivery
schedules and completion deadlines to ensure all parties have
complete clarity as to performance expectations. Going along
with this, when executing on projects or jobs, give special
attention to the timing of dispatched order deliveries. During
the peak construction season, dispatch slots fill quickly and
jobs that require unscheduled deliveries, or add-ons to existing
pours, put a strain on the overall system. Unscheduled or
additional unplanned loads tie up equipment that can cause
the overall system to run late.

NEVER

MR. CANFIELD: What I would want the owners and general
contractors that are in this market to know from a supplier
perspective is that the suppliers of Utah in the construction
market are capable of meeting every demand that they have.
With all the multiple projects that are built in this valley — and
there’s a plethora of them, along all the gamut of the medical
market, the tech market, the big industrial market — anything
that comes into this valley, I want them to have confidence
that Utah is capable of delivering. We’re fortunate to live in a
state where our state government does a good job of
advocating throughout the nation to bring companies like
Amazon and Adobe and all these other companies to build
here. The message is to re-emphasize that from a supplier
perspective, the earlier these owners can bring suppliers
into the conversation, the more capable we are of delivering
upon their demands, and delivering it to a higher level of
expectation than what they have seen in other markets. And
with all that said, for the owners and general contractors to
not lose sight of the safety aspect of this process. Everyone
wants things faster. Time may require more working hours or
different working hours. People want to do a good job and
they want to perform for the owner and the final customer.
But in so doing we can’t lose sight of the safety aspect related
to the demands that are being made on the suppliers and
contractors. Owners and general contractors need to
understand that we are capable of delivering all of their work
and delivering it safely if the expectations are reasonable.
MR. BABCOCK: Good way to sum it all up.
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SEE.

YOUR UNDERGROUND PROJECT
IS ONE OF THOSE THINGS.
IT SHOULD BE A JOB DONE RIGHT THE FIRST TIME.
DONE WHEN IT’S SUPPOSED TO BE. OUT OF SIGHT,
PERFORMING LIKE IT OUGHT TO.
VISIT WWW.CHNIX.COM OR CALL 801-479-9000

Membership
has its privileges

One of the biggest advantages of association
membership is opportunity for networking
and business development among members.
However, to benefit from this, you must
participate and be an active member within
your association. Paying your annual dues
isn’t enough to reap the benefits of AGC
membership. You must also make an
investment of time and effort in association
activities and be involved. Simply put, what
you get out of association membership is
directly related to what you put in.

• EDUCATION & TRAINING

SKILL,
INTEGRITY AND
RESPONSIBILITY
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Legislative Support, Representation, and Lobbying
• 4 Registered Lobbyists
• AGC of Utah Legislative Committee
• National, State, and Local Representation
• Recognized "Spokesman of the Construction Industry”
since 1922
Information & Training for Professional Development
• LEAN Construction
• LEED Training

Make Your Voice Heard

Member Discount Perks
• WCF Insurance (5% Discount)
• Health Care Program (Select Health)
• GM ($500-$2,000 of New Vehicles)
• Verizon Wireless (22% Corporate Discount)

Networking and Business Development
• Annual Convention

• BIM (Building Information Modeling)

• UDOT Training for craft
workers

• Two Annual Safety Conferences

• Safety Training

• Risk Management,
Insurance & Bonding

• Annual Membership Meeting

• Construction Law
• Supervisory Training
Program

• Pre-Licensing
• And Much More

• Certified Department
of Labor

• NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

• LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATION

The AGC of Utah welcomes all General Contractors, Specialty
Contractors, and Service/Suppliers who are committed to the
principles of Skill, Integrity and Responsibility in their business and
who support the commercial construction industry. AGC is the only
statewide full service association for those involved in the Building,
Highway, Industrial and Utility Infrastructure industries.

• Golf Tournaments
• Contractor Meet & Greet
• Economic Forecast
• Motorcycle Ride

• BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

WE HAVE
A PLACE
FOR YOU

Join one of our 13 industry-leading
committees to share your expertise and make
a difference. Members who participate on a
committee make the industry stronger and
directly influence AGC of Utah’s future.
• Activities/Golf

• Legislative

• Aggregates &
Environmental

• Membership

• Apprenticeship
(Building/Highway)
• Builders
• Workforce Development
• Convention

• Utility Infrastructure
• Safety (Building/Highway)
• Service/Supplier
• Specialty Contractors
• So. Utah Air Quality

• Highway

• INDUSTRY LEADERSHIP

• MEMBER DISCOUNT PERKS

Members join associations for one basic reason – to have their needs
satisfied. For some, satisfaction comes from member benefits such as
professional development, continuing education, publications, group
insurance, and discount programs. While for others, value is found
through political activism, networking opportunities, and volunteerism.
Whatever your need, AGC of Utah is certain to have what it is you are
looking for.
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AGC OF UTAH 2019 AWARD WINNERS

TIMPANOGOS CAVE VISITORS CENTER

SLC MOSQUITO ABATEMENT DISTRICT COMPLEX

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY LIFE SCIENCES BUILDING

“Thank you
for your Skill,
Integrity and
Responsibility”

EAST CANYON DAM CATWALK

BUILDING/INDUSTRIAL DIVISION PROJECTS
Civil/Public Works Project of the Year
Name: East Canyon Dam Catwalk
Contractor: Whitaker Construction Co.
Owner: Davis and Weber Canal Companies & Weber Basin Water
Conservancy District
Cultural Project of the Year
Name: Timpanogos Cave Visitors Center
Contractor: Ralph L. Wadsworth Construction Company, LLC
Owner: National Park Service
Energy/Industrial Project of the Year
Name: US Magnesium Lithium Plant
Contractor: Wollam Construction Company, Inc.
Owner: US Magnesium
Government/Public Project of the Year
Name: Salt Lake City Mosquito Abatement District Complex
Contractor: Hogan & Associates Construction
Owner: Salt Lake County Mosquito Abatement District
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INTERMOUNTAIN CANCER CENTER AT DIXIE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

Healthcare Project of the Year
Name: Intermountain Cancer Center at Dixie Regional Medical Center
Contractor: Okland Construction, Inc.
Owner: Intermountain Health Care
Higher Education/Research Project of the Year
Name: Utah State University Life Sciences Building
Contractor: Jacobsen Construction Company, Inc.
Owner: State of Utah - DFCM/Utah State University
Hospitality Project of the Year
Name: The Snowpine Lodge
Contractor: Okland Construction
Owner: Snowpine Real Property, LLC

THE SNOWPINE LODGE

Interior/Tenant Improvement Project of the Year
Name: Layton Construction Office TI
Contractor: Interior Construction Specialists (ICS)
Owner: Layton Construction
US MAGNESIUM LITHIUM PLANT

LAYTON CONSTRUCTION OFFICE TI

2020 AGC of Utah
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RIVERFRONT MEDICAL CENTER

HUNT 1811 TECHNOLOGY BUILDING

THE KIMBALL ON MAIN

SHORELINE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

KNUDSEN PARK

PAPARAZZI OFFICE & WAREHOUSE

HOUSING BUILDING AT OLYMPIC PARK

K-12 Education Project of the Year
Name: Shoreline Junior High School
Contractor: Hughes General Contractors
Owner: Davis School District

Office Project of the Year Under 50 Million
Name: Riverfront Medical Center
Contractor: Hughes General Contractors
Owner: Riverfront Medical Holdings

Landscape/Urban Development Project of the Year
Name: Knudsen Park
Contractor: Hughes General Contractors
Owner: Holladay City

Office Project of the Year Over 50 Million
Name: Young Living Global Headquarters
Contractor: Okland Construction
Owner: Young Living Essential Oils

Manufacturing Project of the Year
Name: Paparazzi Accessories Office & Warehouse
Contractor: Hughes General Contractors
Owner: Paparazzi Accessories

Renovation/Restoration Project of the Year
Name: Hunt 1811 Technology Building
Contractor: Hunt Electric

Multi-Family Residential Project of the Year
Name: Athlete & Workforce Housing Building at Utah Olympic Park
Contractor: Jacobsen Construction Company, Inc.
Owner: Utah Olympic Legacy Foundation
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Retail Project of the Year
Name: The Kimball on Main
Contractor: R&O Construction
Owner: Columbus Pacific Properties
Sports/Recreation Project of the Year
Name: Weber State University North End Zone Building
Contractor: Big-D Construction
Owner: Weber State University/DFCM

UTAH VALLEY HOSPITAL REPLACEMENT & EXPANSION

WEBER STATE UNIVERSITY
END ZONE BUILDING

YOUNG LIVING GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS

THE LODGE AT BLUE SKY

Overall Building/Industrial Division Project of the Year
Name: Utah Valley Hospital Replacement & Expansion
Contractor: Jacobsen Construction Company, Inc.
Owner: Intermountain Healthcare

Specialty Construction Project of the Year – Building/Industrial Division
Name: The Lodge at Blue Sky
Specialty Contractor: Masterpiece Commercial Millwork
Owner: Blue Sky Ranch
General Contractor: Big-D Construction
2020 AGC of Utah
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SR-68 & I-215 RECONSTRUCT

SR-201; 7200 WEST TO 8000 WEST

CISCO ROAD IMPROVEMENTS

MOUNTAIN VIEW CORRIDOR, SR-73

SOARING CANYON BRIDGE DESIGN-BUILD

GLYCOL PLANT LAGOON LINER REPLACEMENT

I-15, EXIT 16 INTERCHANGE IMPROVEMENTS

HIGHWAY/TRANSPORTATION/UTILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE
DIVISION PROJECTS
Rural Highway Project of the Year
Name: I-15, Exit 16 Interchange Improvements
Contractor: Ralph L. Wadsworth Construction Company, LLC
Owner: Utah Department of Transportation, Region 4
Urban Highway Project of the Year
Name: SR-68 & I-215 Reconstruct
Contractor: Sundt Construction
Owner: Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT)
Highway Project of the Year 0-5 Million
Name: SR-201; 7200 West to 8000 West (Frontage Road)
Contractor: Staker Parson Materials and Construction, A CRH Company
Owner: Utah Department of Transportation, Region 2
Highway Project of the Year 5-15 Million
Name: Cisco Road Improvements Project
Contractor: Whitaker Construction Co.
Owner: Rich County
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PROVO WESTSIDE SEWER OUTFALL PROJECT

INDIVIDUAL/COMPANY AWARDS

Highway Project of the Year 15+ Million
Name: Mountain View Corridor, SR-73 to 2100 North
Contractor: W.W. Clyde & Co.
Owner: Utah Department of Transportation Region 3

Outstanding Architect Firm of the Year
Company Name: MHTN Architects
DFCM Employee of the Year
Individual Name: Darrell Hunting

Airport/Transit Project of the Year
Name: St. George Regional Airport Runway Rehabilitation Project
Contractor: JP Excavating, Inc.
Owner: City of St. George
Utility Infrastructure Project of the Year 0-500,000
Name: 10200 Sewer Project
Contractor: Newman Construction, LLC
Owner: South Valley Sewer District
Utility Infrastructure Project of the Year 500,000 - 5 Million
Name: Glycol Plant Lagoon Liner Replacement
Contractor: Staker Parson Materials and Construction,
A CRH Company
Owner: Salt Lake City Department of Airports

10200 SEWER PROJECT

Consultant/Engineering Firm of the Year
Individual Name: J-U-B Engineers, Inc.
ST. GEORGE REGIONAL AIRPORT RUNWAY REHABILITATION PROJECT

Utility Infrastructure Project of the Year 5+ Million
Name: Provo Westside Sewer Outfall-Lakeview Parkway Sewer Project
Contractor: Whitaker Construction Co.
Owner: City of Provo
Specialty Construction Project of the Year –
Highway/Transportation/Utilities Infrastructure Division
Project Name: Soaring Canyon Bridge Design-Build
Contractor: Ralph L. Wadsworth Construction Company, LLC
Owner: Lowell Construction

UDOT Employee of the Year
Individual Name: Brett Slater

Specialty Contractor of the Year
Company Name: Archer Mechanical, Inc.
Owner of the Year
Company Name: STACK Real Estate

AGC Committee Chairperson of the Year
Individual Name: Jeff Beecher
Service to the Industry
Individual Name: Jeremy Farner
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n 1918 President Woodrow Wilson felt that a general
contractors’ association should be established and
subsequently the AGC of America was formed. In
1922, with the vision and determination of a few local
contractors, Utah followed suit and established its own
local chapter. V.P. Strange was the local President and
Eric W. Ryberg was the Secretary/Treasurer.

)

ESENTING

the

As one of the original founders of the AGC of Utah, Eric
W. Ryberg moved into the office of local President in 1924.

Eric W. Ryberg
AWARD WINNERS

ERIC W. RYBERG – 1924

1960-2019

Honoring
Excellence &
Dedication
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Mr. Ryberg was born in Goteborg, Sweden and
immigrated to America as a young child, together with
his family. Eric grew up, married and moved on to
establish, with his brother, Ryberg Bros. Construction.
As his career in construction bloomed, Eric saw the need
for a ready-mix concrete product. His entrepreneurship
and vision led him to form Utah Sand & Gravel, which
later became Monroc.
Eric W.’s vision and business acumen are well known,
however, those that knew him well remember him as a
devoted family man that spent his entire life making
friends and being of service to others. He traveled widely,
representing many civic and professional organizations,
graciously giving his time, advice and assistance.
The Eric W. Ryberg Award was established in 1960 in
honor of Eric’s legacy. This award is presented each year
at the AGC’s annual convention to one person whose
outstanding service to the general contracting industry
of Utah is exemplary. The Eric W. Ryberg Award is the
highest honor that the AGC of Utah bestows upon a
member. A person given the award should proudly
understand the legacy of the man for which the award
was named.
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Award Winners
2019-1990

2019 ROBERT TEMPEST, Tempest Enterprises, Inc.
2018 WILFORD CLYDE, W.W. Clyde & Company
2017 JAMES C. GRAMOLL, Gramoll Construction Company
2016 ROB MOORE, Big-D Construction Corp.

2003 THEODORE M. JACOBSEN, Jacobsen Construction
Company
2002 RICHARD C. CLYDE, W.W. Clyde & Company
2001 ALAN S. LAYTON, Layton Construction Company, Inc.
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Award Winners
1989-1960

1989 BYRON B. PAULSEN, Paulsen Construction Company

1974 ALAN W. LAYTON, Layton Construction Company

1988 MAX L. JOHNSON, LeGrand Johnson Construction

1973 CHARLES H. BLACKBURN, Western Rock Products

1987 TED C. JACOBSEN, Jacobsen Construction Company

1972 WILLIAM S. BOYD, Peter Kiewit Company

1986 MARK B. GARFF, Mark B. Garff Construction Company

1971 ERIC D. HOGAN, Hogan & Tingey Construction

1985 JOHN H. TEMPEST, The Tempest Company

1970 GLEN W. NEILSON, Gibbons & Reed Company

2015 MARK J. GREEN, M.C. Green & Sons, Inc.

2000 RONALD I. CHRISTENSEN, Christensen & Griffith
Construction Co.

2014 WELDON NOLAND, Noland & Sons Construction

1999 JACK B PARSON, JR., Jack B. Parson Companies

1984 WALTER CHRISTIANSEN, Christiansen Brothers, Inc.

1969 HAMER S. CULP, Culp Construction Company

2013 BEN NILSEN, Okland Construction Company

1998 WILLIAM R. GARFF, Garff Construction

1983 NOEL GOLD, Gibbons & Reed Company

1968 HARRY S. CLYDE, W.W. Clyde and Company

2012 ALBERT T. SCHELLENBERG, Clyde Companies

1997 NORMAN CLYDE, W.W. Clyde and Company

1982 JOHN OKLAND, Okland Construction Company

1967 MAURICE B. McCULLOUGH, M.B. McCullough

2011 BOB CAMPBELL, Camco Construction

1996 SHAY MIYA, Miya Construction Company

1981 JERRY K. LAWRENCE, Rocky Mountain Contractors

1966 CLIFTON A. TOLBOE, Tolboe Construction Company

2010 LONNIE M BULLARD, Jacobsen Construction Co.

1995 CALVIN W. CARTER, Carter Enterprises

1980 V. JAY WADMAN, Wadman Construction Company

1965 WALLACE L. SMITH, Enoch Smith Sons Company

2009 STEVE TEMPEST, Tempest Enterprises

1994 SIMON CHRISTIANSEN, Christiansen Brothers, Inc.

1979 ALAN G. YOUNG, L.A. Young Sons

1964 JACK OKLAND, Okland Construction Company

2008 PAUL B. CLYDE, W.W.Clyde & Co.

1993 RICHARD B. TEMPEST, The Tempest Company

1978 BOB WEYHER, Weyher Brothers

1963 PAUL A. THORN, Thorn Construction Company

2007 BOYD L. FUGAL, Niels Fugal Sons Company

1992 J.B. PARSON, Jack B. Parson Companies

1977 JACK C. ALDER, Alder Construction Company

1962 DOUGLAS J. FIFE, Fife Construction Company

2006 RANDY OKLAND, Okland Construction Company

1991 C. MONT MAHONEY, Utah Construction & Development

1976 RALPH STEENBLIK, Steenblik Construction Company

1961 J.P. GIBBONS, Gibbons & Reed Company

2005 HARVEY WRIGHT, Jacobsen Construction Company

1990 W. CORNELL CLYDE, W. W. Clyde and Company

1975 HAL M. CLYDE, W.W. Clyde and Company

1960 G. MELVIN PAULSON, Utah Construction Company

2004 S. VAL STAKER, Staker Paving Company
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COMMUNITY
GIVE BACK
Neighborhood Connections
Neighborhood Connection is a
non-profit organization dedicated
to fight childhood hunger. They
provide Pantry Packs to 500
elementary students who are at
risk of going without food on
the weekends. Pantry Packs are
filled with enough shelf stable,
child friendly food for four meals
and snacks.

The Lymphoma &
Leukemia Society
Their mission is to cure
blood cancers and improve
the quality of life for
patients and their families.
They do this by funding
groundbreaking research
that goes beyond blood
cancer, providing free
educational, emotional and
financial support, and
advocating for quality and
affordable healthcare.

Spoonbill Foundation
The foundation researches breakthrough
treatments for Pantothenate kinase-associated
neurodegeneration (PKAN), a rare neurological
disease that affects both children and adults. With
AGC of Utah’s support, children are receiving this a
breakthrough PKAN treatment all across the state.
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Mitchell’s Journey
This charity was established to
help families cope with loss and
others who have children faced
with Duchenne Muscular
Dystrophy (DMD). Mitchell’s
Journey offers various tools and
workshops that empower others
with skills, insight & a profound
sense of hope.

Extreme Home Makeover
In each episode, a deserving family
gets the renovation help they need
to change their lives. Working
alongside Jesse, neighbors, local
building experts and celebrity
guests, the show’s regularly
appearing designers...create
customized homes that perfectly
accommodate the needs of each
inspiring family.

Just as AGC of Utah strives to strengthen the industry, we aim
to support the communities around us. At our foundation, AGC
of Utah is an association made up of inspiring, hard-working
men and women who are willing to lend a hand wherever
needed. Because of these true principles, the board of directors
works with several charitable organizations to give back to the
community.

Red Barn Farms
The Red Barn Farms’ goal is
to provide awareness and
opportunities for those in
recovery as we comfort this
plague of our generation.
At Red Barn Farms we are all
in “Recovery”, working to
“Recover” relationships and
our sense of purpose as we
work together to heal
individuals and families.

Last year, the AGC of Utah Board of Directors donated almost
$50,000 to organizations in the area. We are inspired by the
many people we met in 2019 as a result of the Community
Give Back program. Here’s a glimpse into a few of their stories.
We hope you are touched by their efforts and consider helping
where you can so we can build our community together.

Monument Valley High School
Monument Valley High School is
located in Oljato-Monument Valley,
Utah, serving students in grades
7–12. AGC of Utah supported the
school by introducing students to
the wide benefits of construction
careers and giving scholarships to
top students.

Whitehorse High School
Whitehorse High School is
located on the Navajo Nation,
where their dedicated and
hard working faculty and staff
serve about 250 scholars in
grades 7-12. AGC of Utah’s
giveback program provided
new resources that serve not
only the students but the
community at large.

Salt Lake County Children’s Justice Center
The CJC program provides specialized
advocacy services that empower children to
have a voice so that small voices can be heard
in the criminal justice system. The center
promotes the best interest of the child by
providing best practices in crisis intervention.

American Heart Association
From humble beginnings, the AHA has grown
into the nation’s oldest and largest voluntary
organization dedicated to fighting heart
disease and stroke. We want to see a world
free of cardiovascular diseases and stroke.
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PAST CHAIRS
THOM MORGAN
DOUGLAS C. WELLING
MIKE KURZ
DAVE HOGAN
JEFF CLYDE
DOUG WATTS
MARK J. GREEN
J. RANDY OKLAND
ROBERT TEMPEST
ROB MOORE
ALBERT T. SCHELLENBERG
LONNIE M. BULLARD
GUY L. FUGAL
JAMES C. GRAMOLL
TOM CASE
TODD A. HUGHES
PAUL B. CLYDE
CALVIN L. WADSWORTH
DEANN GEARY
GEORGE B. AMBROSE
WILFORD W. CLYDE
ROBERT F. CAMPBELL, JR.
RONALD I. CHRISTENSEN
ROBERT R. EVANS
RICHARD R. TEMPEST
WILLIAM (BILL) R. GARFF
JACK B. PARSON, JR.
CALVIN W. CARTER
RICHARD C. CLYDE
MICHAEL R. TOLBOE
GAYLORD W. GARDNER
ABEL E. PAULSEN
MIKE GIBBONS
DOUGLAS A. ROBBINS
MAX L. JOHNSON
BYRON B. PAULSON
ALAN G. YOUNG
TED M. JACOBSEN
WILLIAM S. BOYD
TED KNOWLTON
NOEL GOLD
JERRY LAWRENCE
JERRY THORN
ERIC HOGAN
JOHN TEMPEST
JACK C. ALDER
HAL M. CLYDE
T.G. “BUD” MAHAS
JACK B. PARSON
GERALD CANNON
GLEN W. NIELSON
HAMER S. CULP
W. CORNELL CLYDE
WALLY CHRISTIANSEN
JOHN F. STRONG
CLIFTON A. TOLBOE
WALLACE L. SMITH
JACK OKLAND
PAUL A. THORN
KENNETH S. WITT
DOUGLAS J. FIFE
ERIC C. RYBERG
ENOCH SMITH, JR.
TOBY N. LARSEN
WILLIAM J. NELSON
ED H. DORLAND
HAROLD WHITING
WALTER CHRISTIANSEN
GEORGE PUTNAM
PERCE YOUNG
CARL E. NELSON
ELLIS W. BARKER
GRANT S. THORN
TED C. JACOBSEN
JOSEPH W. GRANT
CLARENCE WATERFALL
PAT GIBBONS
PAUL PAULSON
C.L. WHEELER
FRANK J. FULLMER
W.W. CLYDE
FRANK B. BOWERS
ERNEST A. STRONG
T.G. ROWLAND
JOHN H. MOSER
HARRY T. REYNOLDS, JR.
J.M. MULLINS
G.H. MALAN
A.E. CHRISTENSEN
C.M. ALSTON
ORA BUNDY
WILLIAM E. RYBERG
B.F. DINSMORE
SOREN N. JACOBSEN
H.E. SCHRAVEN
ERIC W. RYBERG
P.J. MORAN
V. PATRICK STRANGE
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YOU WORK HARD.
WE CAN HELP.
We are pleased to announce the formation of ICM Solutions – a
merger between Wheeler Crushing Systems and WMC Machining
and Fabrication. Industrial, Crushing and Mining Solutions provides
the complete package with a workforce of best-in-class machinists,
fabricators, engineers and application experts paired with the top
manufacturers of crushing, screening, environmental recycling
and concrete paving equipment.

MACHINING, FABRICATION & WELDING
•
•
•
•

General Fabrication
Heavy Welding
Turning
Milling

•
•
•
•

Engine Block Machining
Metal Spraying
Pin Bore Rebuilds
Bending and Forming

• Burning and Cutting
• Structural Building Components

CRUSHING, SCREENING & CONVEYORS
• Bins, Hoppers & Feeders
• Field Conveyors
• Hydraulic Conveyors

• Radial Stacking Conveyors
• Track Mounted Crushers
• Track Mounted Screens

• Trailer Mounted Crushers
• Trailer Mounted Screens

ENVIRONMENTAL
• Expert guidance on choosing the most ef cient products and services
• Access to the latest equipment monitoring and management systems
• Purpose-built, waste-handling arrangements and work tools

ICM Solutions | 833-210-2700 | icmsolutions.com
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